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Today Kazakhstan applies all existing tools in the world to support 
innovation. This article analyzes the current state of state regulation of in
novative activity in Almaty. In this connection it revealed that innovation 
play a big role; innovative activity in the country is not a source of increas
ing the degree of competitiveness in the world market. Providing state 
support of innovative business growth potential of the innovation sphere 
in Almaty is very high, taking into account the competitive advantages of 
the city in the national economic system – the large number of qualified 
personnel, a developed infrastructure, implemented by government sup
port measures, favorable location and investment climate. Apply below
mentioned benefits important for our country, as, according to our survey, 
it is the problem of tax brakes factor in taking the initiative in this regard.
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Ал ма ты қа ла сын да ғы  
ин но ва циялық қыз мет тің  

мем ле кет тік рет теу  
тә жі ри бе сін зерт теу

Бұл ма қа ла да Ал ма ты қа ла сын да ғы ин но ва циялық қыз мет тің 
мем ле кет тік рет теу тә жі ри бе сі зерт те ліп, са рап та ма жа сал ған. Қа зір
гі таң да Қа зақ стан ин но ва циялық қыз мет ті қол дау бо йын ша әлем
де гі бар лық құ рал дар ды пай да ла на ды. Нә ти же сін де рес пуб ли ка да
ғы ин но ва циялық қыз мет тің әлем дік на рық та бә се ке ге қа бі лет ті лік 
дең гейі арт пай, ин но ва циялық қыз мет ке үл кен мән бе рі ліп отыр ға ны 
анық тал ды. Ин но ва циялық биз нес ті мем ле кет тік қол дау ды қам та
ма сыз ету де Ал ма ты қа ла сы ның ин но ва циялық өсу әлеуеті жо ға ры. 
Ұлт тық эко но ми ка лық жүйеде қа ла ның бә се ке лес тік ар тық шы лық та
ры – бі лік ті ма ман дар дың көп ті гі, да мы ған инф ра құ ры лым, мем ле
кет тік қол дау лар дың бо луы, қо лай лы ор на ла су жә не ин вес ти циялық 
кли мат. Біз дің мем ле ке ті міз үшін тө мен де кел ті ріл ген же ңіл дік тер ді 
қол да ну өзек ті бо лып та бы ла ды, өйт ке ні біз жүр гіз ген сау ал на ма ға 
сәй кес, дәл осы са лық тар мә се ле сі бұл са ла да ғы бас та ма лар дың те
жеуіш фак то ры бо лып са на ла ды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: ин но ва ция, ин но ва циялық қыз мет, мем ле кет тік 
рет теу.

Мух та ро ва К.С.,  
Мыл тык баева А.Т.,  

Нур ма гам бе то ва А.М.

Ана лиз ме ха низ ма  
го су да рст вен но го  

ре гу ли ро ва ния  
ин но ва ци он ных проек тов  

в ре гионах РК

Ин но ва ци он ное раз ви тие эко но ми ки ст ра ны в нас тоящее вре мя 
яв ляет ся ос но вой го су да рст вен ной по ли ти ки РК, ко то рая на це ле на 
на фор ми ро ва ние эко но ми чес ких ус ло вий произ во дс тва кон ку рен
тос по соб ной вы со ко тех но ло гич ной про дук ции. На се год няш ний 
день Ка за хс тан при ме няет все су ще ст вующие в ми ре инс тру мен ты 
под держ ки ин но ва ци он ной дея тель ности. В дан ной статье про ве ден 
ана лиз ме ха низ ма го су да рст вен но го ре гу ли ро ва ния ин но ва ци он ных 
проек тов в ре гионах РК. Для бо лее эф фек тив ной под держ ки но во го 
кур са го су да рс тву сле дует взять в при мер льго ты, пре дос тав ляемые в 
про мыш лен но раз ви тых ст ра нах. Так же по ла гаем, что к инс тру мен там 
под держ ки ин но ва ци он ной дея тель ности мож но от нес ти на ло го вое 
сти му ли ро ва ние дея тель ности ре гиональ ных тех но ло ги чес ких пар
ков и СЭЗ. При ме ние ни жеп ри ве ден ных ль гот ак ту ально для на шей 
ст ра ны, так как, сог лас но про ве ден но му на ми оп ро су, имен но проб
ле ма на ло гов яв ляет ся при тор ма жи вающим фак то ром в прояв ле нии 
ини ци ати вы в этом пла не.

Клю че вые сло ва: ре ги он, ин но ва ция, ин но ва ци он ный проект, го
су да рст вен ное ре гу ли ро ва ние.
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STUDYING  
THE EXPERIENCE OF  

THE STATE REGULATION 
OF INNOVATIVE 

PROJECTS IN ALMATY

The official website of the Ministry of Industry and New 
Technologies of the Republic of Kazakhstan for a link to «Collection 
of instruments of state support of industrial-innovative development» 
[1], which is given all the necessary information on the matter [2]. In 
particular, the state provides support tools in the following areas [3]:

‒ Attraction of investments;
‒ Development of innovations;
‒ Export promotion;
‒ financial instruments;
‒ Development of small and medium-sized businesses.
Let us consider the item «Development of innovation». The 

purpose of the application of these instruments is to create conditions 
for the development of high-tech small and medium enterprises and 
increase the scientific and engineering potential of the country [4]. In 
order to develop innovation in the country involved 17 instruments. 
We propose to consider them on the principle instrument ‒ the 
applicant ‒ the institution .

We consider it appropriate to consider in detail each tool to 
support innovation:

Innovation grant ‒ the budgetary funds provided by the subjects 
of industrial innovation on a grant basis for the realization of their 
industrial and innovative projects in the priority areas of innovation 
grants [5].

Project financing. Since 2004, the Agency invests in innovative 
projects according to the priorities of technological development. The 
main form of investment in innovative projects is a non-controlling 
participation of 49% in the share capital through the purchase of 
shares / stakes in the formation of, or increase the authorized capital 
of legal entities.

Under the terms of the financing, investment agencies into one 
innovative project must not exceed 49% of the project cost, the 
term of the Agency’s participation in the project ‒ up to 7 years. 
The investments can be used to purchase equipment, buildings, 
structures or involved as a working capital.

Financing through venture capital funds. In order to develop 
high-tech and knowledge-intensive production activities carried out 
by the Agency on the formation and development of the venture 
capital industry of the country. Venture fund ‒ an investment 
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company that invests in innovative projects with a 
high degree of risk and high return. Generally, such 
investments are made in new technologies [6].

Provision of business incubation. TBI ‒ is the 
promotion of innovation in the implementation of 
innovative projects in the initial stages. Services 
are provided free of charge and cover the following 
costs:

‒ Legal, accounting, economic support;
‒ Provision of infrastructure;
‒ Services of a project manager;
‒ The development of a business plan;
‒ Engineering, specialized consulting,
‒ Development of technical documentation;
‒ Promotion of the project, general and 

administrative support;
‒ Testing and certification;
‒ Licensing;
‒ Patenting of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
‒ Testing of products on the market.
Provision of industrial design offices.
EDO ‒ a legal entity that owns the logistics 

complex, created by the National Institute 
of development in the field of technological 
development entities to promote industrial 
innovation in the organization of production of new 
or improved products.

EDO provide the following services:
‒ Development of design documentation at all 

stages of the design in accordance with the approved 
terms of reference, including the implementation 
of development works on creation of machinery, 
equipment and tools for repair and maintenance, 
technology and non-standard equipment for 
organizations, accessories and spare parts for them;

‒ Development of processes for the 
commercialization, large-scale and mass production 
equipment, parts and machinery;

‒ Production and experimental prototypes and 
small-scale production of dies, accessories and 
spare parts for machinery, equipment and products;

‒ Development of industrial equipment;
‒ Conduct comprehensive tests of prototypes of 

products;
‒ Development of standards enterprises, 

instructions and specifications;
‒ The organization of the certification of 

machinery, equipment, products, accessories and 
spare parts for them;

‒ Training of engineers and designers enterprises 
students to modern methods of designing;

‒ Engineering services.
Refund through remuneration from enterprises 

for the use of design documentation (3% royalty), 

as well as through the provision of other popular 
services using the resources of design offices. 
Conditions for obtaining a CB services are:

‒ Return on the project must not exceed 3 years;
‒ The minimum royalty rate of 3%;
‒ The owner of SDT is KB, but may purchase 

from KTD KB.
Activities EDB also aims to implement 

the technology agreements. The technological 
agreement ‒ Cooperation Programme between the 
Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
and national companies, mining companies and 
large backbone enterprises. It is a tool to assist 
the domestic machine-building enterprises in the 
organization of production, domestic demand, 
both domestic and foreign companies operating in 
Kazakhstan.

Provision of international technology transfer 
centers. To date, the center set up two international 
technology cooperation:

1) Kazakh-French center for technology transfer;
2) Korea-Kazakhstan Technology Cooperation 

Center.
The main activities of the Center are [6, p. 61]:
‒ Establishment of cooperation between 

companies and research institutions in Kazakhstan, 
South Korea and France through the dissemination 
of information as well as search for investors, 
partners and technologies;

‒ Coordination of joint research and innovation 
projects;

‒ The organization of joint training programs 
and staff development within the framework of the 
creation and management of innovations, as well as 
other priority areas of technological cooperation;

‒ Other measures to promote and support joint 
innovation initiatives.

Created in August 2011, the Korea-Kazakhstan 
Technology Cooperation Center, with the support 
of the Ministry of Knowledge Economy of Korea 
(which allocated 900 thousand. Dollars), assists in 
the implementation of three innovative projects:

‒ Biotechnology ‒ for cancer cell therapy 
using stem cells, together with the Korea Institute 
of Bioscience and Biotechnology and the National 
Center for Biotechnology of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan;

‒ Information technology ‒ opening a research 
center in cooperation with the Korean Institute 
of Electronics and Telecommunications and the 
National ICT Holding «Zerde»;

‒ Energy efficiency ‒ renewable energy, together 
with the Kazakhstan Industry Development Institute 
and the Korea Institute of Energy.
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JSC «sodium» as an operator of the Kazakhstan 
Technology Transfer Network, which is an electronic 
platform for research and technology transfer. 
Kazakhstan Network Technology Transfer supports 
unified flow of information about technology among 
a large number of participants in various areas, and 
in the process of transfer of technology to consumer 
markets. Members and participants in the network 
have the right to post technology offers and requests 
on the website.

Commercialization ‒ a process associated with 
the practical use of the results of research and 
development to bring to market new or improved 
products, services or processes, to produce a 
commercial effect. This commercialization can take 
three basic forms:

‒ Launch a new business project for commercial 
use technologies;

‒ Sale of licenses to use the technology existing 
business;

‒ Exploitation of technology by providing 
services, including technical advice, analysis and 
expertise, and research contracts.

Commercialization offices are one of the 
components to support the commercialization and 
created in cooperation with research institutes, 
universities.

Created offices perform the following functions: [7]
‒ Definition of inventions and technologies with 

commercial potential ‒ business ideas;
‒ Management of the commercialization of 

business ideas;
‒ Assist in determining the best ways to market 

a business project within the research organization 
department of the company or sale of the license;

‒ Identification and promotion of business ideas 
in the field of research services;

‒ Technical consultancy, analysis and expertise;
‒ The licensing of the search for suitable 

partners ‒ buyers of licenses and approval of license 
agreements;

‒ Working with third-party experts in all aspects 
of commercialization;

‒ Conducting market studies and activities in 
support of potential projects;

‒ Define and establish links with potential 
business partners.

Today in the country there are 9 centers of 
commercialization:

1) State Enterprise «Karaganda State Technical 
University»;

2) RSE on PVC Kazakh National University. 
Al-Farabi BPH on PVC «Science and Technology 
Park»;

3) State Enterprise «East Kazakhstan State 
University Sarsen Amanzholova»;

4) State Enterprise «Institute of Plant Biology 
and Biotechnology»;

5) State Enterprise «South Kazakhstan State 
University. M.Auezov»;

6) JSC «Almaty Technological University»;
7) State Enterprise «the Karaganda State 

University. Academician EA Buketov»;
8) State Enterprise «West Kazakhstan Agrarian 

Technical University Zhangir Khan»;
9) of «Institute of Organic Catalysis and 

Electrochemistry named DV Sokolsky».
Particularly noteworthy are the tools of the state 

programs aimed at innovation [8]. For example, in 
the framework of cross-sectoral plans will be:

‒ Concessional lending and leasing of domestic 
enterprises to upgrade fixed assets;

‒ Encouraging domestic enterprises to improve 
the quality of products and processes;

‒ Co-financing of the competent authority in 
the field of innovation R & D by large companies, 
aimed at improving their competitiveness (up to 
25% of the cost).

The tools of the program «Performance 2020» 
concern [6, p. 63]:

‒ Providing a long-term lease financing;
‒ Reimbursement of the cost of attracting 

qualified project and engineering organizations;
‒ Reimbursement of expenses for the purchase 

of technology;
‒ Introduction of modern management and 

production techniques;
‒ Assist in the provision of guaranteed 

reservation for the long term.
The draft law «On state support of industrial-

innovative activities», identifies some tools to support 
innovation activities are presented in Table 1.

Also believes that instruments to support 
innovation activities include tax incentives for 
activities of regional technology parks and EPZs. 
Government of Kazakhstan has a number of benefits 
in relation to the objects of innovation infrastructure. 
The free economic zone PIT corporate tax reduced 
by half, from land and property taxes, participants 
released completely, and the pace of implementation 
of services are exempt from value added tax. Plus, the 
development institutions do not pay customs duties 
on imported goods and concessional financing.

Employees of «sodium» conducted analysis of 
existing preferences on the territory of SEZ PIT, 
which we added to the above one more point ‒ the 
registration of enterprises with 100% of shares of 
non-resident. The relevance of this preference is to 
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avoid the threat of the use of BMS as a «gateway» 
to the Customs Union without the need to return 
to the country to involve foreign companies in the 

process of innovation development of the country. It 
is also necessary to strengthen the responsibility of 
members of non-residents.

Table 1 ‒ Tools to support innovation in the Republic of Kazakhstan [6, p. 63]

Kind of activity Tool Tool Description

Planning of industrial and 
innovation systems

Technologyforesight
carried out by the authorized body in the sphere of state 
support of industrial-innovative activities on a regular 
basis summarizing at least once every three years.

A single card is the priority of goods and 
services

defines the priorities of state support of industrial inno-
vation

Monitoring of industrial 
innovation system industrializationMap

is a set of projects of activities included in the national and 
regional maps of industrialization with certain sources of 
funding, schedules and plans of action to implement them

Promotion and develop-
ment of industrial and in-
novation systems

Informationsupportinnovation

carried out by the national operator of the technological 
development in order to disseminate the creation, imple-
mentation, commercialization of innovations through 
the organization of competitions, publication and distri-
bution of printed and electronic products.

technologyCommercialization
process related to the practical use of the results of research 
and development to bring to market new or improved prod-
ucts, services or processes, to produce a commercial effect.

Analysis of the industrial 
and innovative system

Evaluating the effectiveness of imple-
menting the measures of state support of 
industrial innovation.

carried out by state authorities, local executive bodies of 
the regions, cities and the actors of the system.

Note ‒ Compiled by the authors

To better support the new rate would not prevent the 
government to take the example of the benefits provided 
by the industrialized countries, and it [6, p. 65]:

‒ the removal of a financial interest in the 
earnings of investment in new equipment and 
construction;

‒ reduction of tax interest income in the amount 
of spending on R & D, often with the use of 
multiplying factor;

‒ equating to the current cost of expenses for 
certain types of equipment;

‒ formation of profit special purpose funds, 
which are not taxed and are aimed at carrying 
out R & D;

‒ reduced rates on income of intellectual 
property;

‒ income taxation at reduced rates;
‒ tax credits and vacation enterprises engaged 

in R & D.
Apply these benefits important for our country, 

as, according to our survey, it is the problem of tax 
brakes factor in taking the initiative in this regard.
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